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QUASI-NONEXPANSIVITYAND TWO
CLASSICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
ST. MÄRUSJER
Abstract.
Let F: R„ -* R„ be a vector-valued function and let J(x) denote
the corresponding Jacobi matrix. The main result states that the functions
x —J~[(x) • F(x) and x — \JT(x) ■F(x), where X is a certain positive
number, are quasi-nonexpansive. This property is used for establishing the
convergence of the Newton and the gradient methods in a finite-dimensional
space.

Introduction. In [6] F. Tricomi has studied the convergence of the simple
iterates (xk+x = Txk) to a fixed point of the real continuous function T. The
basic Tricomi's assumption is that the function T is quasi-nonexpansive, that
is \Tx — ¿| < \x — ||, where x E R and | is a fixed point of T. J. B. Diaz and
F. T. Metcalf [2] extended Tricomi's result to «-dimensional spaces as well as
to general metric spaces. Ample research concerning the quasi-nonexpansive
mappings in Banach or Hubert spaces has also been given by W. V. Petryshyn

and T. E. Williamson, Jr. [5].
The condition of quasi-nonexpansivity seems to be most powerful and so
the quasi-nonexpansive mappings seem to be most special. The purpose of this
note is to show that the mappings used in two classical methods (the Newton
and the gradient methods) are quasi-nonexpansive. This property is used for
establishing the convergence of the Newton and the gradient methods.
The generalisation of Tricomi's theorem. Let Rn be a real «-dimensional
space with the norm ||jc|| = max/=1 . J*
I, where x1*1'denotes the icomponent of an x G Rn, and let \\A\\ denote the corresponding norm for a
real nXn matrix A = [a¡A (i,j = I,... ,n), that is ||^4|| = max,- 2,"=i \a¡¡\Our development is based on the following generalisation of Tricomi's
theorem.
Theorem 1. Let T be a continuous mapping <?/R„ into Rn and let | be a fixed
point of T. Suppose that T is quasi-nonexpansive in the closed ball Z)(|, r)

= {x G R„: Hx- HI < r}, that is
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\\Tx- |||<

||x - ¿II,

x GZ)(|,r),x#|.

77ien | « i/te unique fixed point of T in Z>(|, r) and the sequence {xk} generated by
xk+x = 7/x^ (x0 G £>(|,r)) converges to |.

Proof. From (1) it follows that the sequence {\\xk - |||} is monotone
decreasing; therefore \\xk — ¿|| —»p as /c —»co. Suppose that p # 0. There
exists a subsequence {xk } of Oil which converges to an x* G Z)(|, r) and

||x* - Hl = p. We have
lim xb .i = lim 7xí. = Tx*,
and since x* # |, it follows that

p = lim10*,+,
- m = ||Tx*- ill < |0*- III= p,
a contradiction. It follows that p = 0 and the sequence {xk} converges to |.
The uniqueness of the fixed point | in /_)(!,r) follows from (1) and the proof is

finished.
Remark. Our proof use arguments similar to those used along the lines

indicated in [2].
The Newton-Kantorowich method. Let F: Rn -> Rn be a nonlinear vectorvalued function,/ (/' = 1,...,n) its component and let 7(x) denote the Jacobi
matrix

Jix) = [3/0)/3x(;>]
where x^' denotes the/-component

(/,/=

1,...,«),

of x G Rn.

Theorem 2. Suppose that | G Rn is a solution of Fix) = 0 and that F is a
twice continuously differentiable vector-valued function in a certain closed ball
Z)(|, r) E Rn. Further, suppose that the following conditions are verified:

(i) for all x E D{£,r) there exists J~\x) and ||/_10)ll < B,
(») 2*-i |32/(x)/3x0)3x(/c)| < Cfor all x E Z)(|,r) and i,j = \,...,n,
(iii) the constants r, B, C, satisfies the inequality nrBC < 2. Then the function
Tx = x —J~ (x) • £(x) is quasi-nonexpansive in Z)(|, r).

Proof. Let Rix) = Jix) • (x - |) - £(x). Using a well-known theorem
(see, for example, [1, p. 459]) and the fact that £(|) = 0, we have
||i?(x)|| = ||F(x)-£(|)-/(x)-(x-|)||

1

2

"

a2/(0

k=\

dx{J)dx{k)

< t«||x - III max 2
1

U

where f = | + 0(x - |) and 0 < 9 < 1. Obviously, if x G Z>(|,r) then
f G Z)(!,r), and from (ii) it follows that
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\\R(x)\\ < \n\\x - |||2C,
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xED&r).

This inequality and (i), (iii) give

||/-'(x) • R(x)\\ < \\J~x(x)\\\\R(x)\\ < ¿n\\x - £\f BC
< l2nrBC\\x - ||| < ||jc - |||,

for all x E £>(|, r), x ¥= |. Now we have

||7*-|||

= ||x-|-/"'M-F(x)||
= \\x-è-J~x(x)-(J(x)-(x-è)-R(x))\\

= \\J-x(x)-R(x)\\<\\x-t\\,
and so T is quasi-nonexpansive in Z)(|, r). Theorem 2 is proved.
From Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain
Corollary
1. Let the conditions of Theorem 2 be fulfilled. Then | is the unique
solution of F(x) = 0 in D(£,r), and the sequence [xk] generated by the Newton
process

(3)

xk+x =xk-

J~x(xk) ■F(xk)

(x0 E D(|,/•)),

converges to |.

Remark. This corollary is similar to a classical result obtained by L. V.
Kantorowich [3] (see also [1, p. 466]) and, for the case n = 1, by A. M.
Ostrowski [4].
Let D(i,r') be a closed ball with /•'</•; obviously, conditions (i) and (ii)
are verified in D(£, r') with the same constants B and C. Thus, if r' < 2/nBC,
then condition (iii) is also verified and we obtain
Corollary
2. Let F be as in Theorem 2 and let conditions (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 2 be fulfilled. Further, if x0 is sufficiently close to |, then the Newton
process (3) converges to |.

It is interesting to obtain the bounds for x0 which guarantee the convergence of the Newton process. We shall illustrate this question with the
following example. Let us consider the equation x3 - x = 0 and its solution
| = 0. A simple computation shows that the conditions of Corollary 1 are
verified (hence the Newton process converges) if |x0 - || = |jc0| < l/\/2
« 0.70. It can also be proved (in this special case) that the conditions of
Kantorowich's theorem are verified if |jc0| < y/(9 —\/60)/7 « 0.42. On the
other hand, elementary geometrical considerations show that the Newton
process converges if |jc0| < \/3/ 7 « 0.77 and that this value cannot be
improved.
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The gradient method. Let ||-||, denote the Euclidean norm, ||x|L
= (2/=i ixu>) )' , x G Rn, and let ||^||2 denote the corresponding norm for
a real nXn matrix A = [aJ (/,/ = 1.n),
that is \\A||2 = maxX, where X¡
are the eigenvalues of AA . The majorant norm ||y4||2= (2, a2)'2 can be

also used.
Let F: Rn -* Rn be a nonlinear vector-valued function, fx(i = 1,... ,n) its
components, x^'ij—
1,...,«) the components of an x G R„, and let //^ be
the transposed matrix of the Jacobi matrix. In view of ||x|| < IOII2< V" 1011
for all x G R„, relation (2) becomes

(4)

||Ä(x)||2<in3/2||x-|||2C.

Theorem 3. Suppose that | G Rn is a solution of £(x) = 0 and that F is a
twice continuously differentiable vector-valued function in a certain closed ball
fy(!,/•) = (x G R„: ||x — |||2 < r}. Further, suppose that the following conditions are verified:

(i)for all x G ^(l.r) there exists J~X(x) and W^x)^
< B,
(ii) 2£=i |92/(x)/3x0)3x(/:)| < C for all x E ^(£,r) andi,j - 1, .... n,
(iii) the constants r, B, C satisfy the inequality n*'2rBC < 2.

Then the function
Tx = x -XJT(x)
where 0 < X < \/ma.xxBe¡)^\\J(x)\\2,

Proof.

■F(x),

is quasi-nonexpansive in ^(1,r).

From (i), (iii) and (4) we have

||/(x)■(x - |)||2 > (llz-'O)!!,)-110
- lib > b~x10- lib
>In3/2rC|0-|||2>I»3/2||x-|||2C
> \\R(x)\\2,

for all x G <$(!,/•), x # £. Now since £(x) = J(x) • (x - |) - R(x) by a
simple computation, we obtain

«lie - |||22< 10 - HI2- A(||£(x)||2- X||Jr(x)||2||£(x)||2).
But a||/t(x)||2

< 1, and so ||7x - ||| < ||x - III for all x G <$(!,/■),x # &

that is T is quasi-nonexpansive in ^(1, r). Theorem 3 is proved.
From Theorems 1 and 3 we obtain the following corollary concerning the
convergence of the gradient method.
Corollary
3. Let the condition of Theorem 3 be fulfilled. Then | is the unique
solution of F(x) = 0 in ^(1, r), and the sequence {xk} generated by the gradient

method
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xk+\ = xk - MT(xk) • F(xk)
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(xo G W,')),

where 0 < X < l/m.axxeS¡^r-x\\J(x)\\2, converges to |.
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